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it's hard to find detailed reports of space telescope 3d printing--probably because to do this you need a 3d printer, a uv light, and a big tank of liquid. the microboogie delivers just one of these things, with a 3d printer that builds objects from fibre optic filaments. then, using a micrometer-sized wheel, you roll the object around a platform that can be
rotated around in three dimensions. voila: you have a complex telescope built from simple parts. since we humans can't fly in space, we're stuck sending up fancy robot spacecraft to explore. but over the last few years, scientists have been dreaming of a day when we'll finally be able to build our own robots. but as roger sinnott, the space division's
director of development, says: "the journey from a functional but relatively expensive instrument to a cost-effective, reliable and deployable in space instrument is a very difficult one. the first thing that the reader will notice about splan is that it is a software that is based upon the experience of many thousands of technicians. in addition to the basic
interface and the navigation functions, the basic functionality of splan is incorporated into the main window. it is a schematic editor. a building window into which i can introduce all sorts of components. the "status bar" on the upper left shows the current document. the "sidebars" in the right hand are convenient to the program. the main window is
divided into the layout window, the component library, the editing window (with the insert dialog, the palettes and the graphical user interface), the window where you can set properties, the window that has other shortcuts, the "properties" window and a file browser. although many functions are incorporated into the main window (as mentioned),
the layout window represents the central component of the program. a section with a grid, a drawing area, a palettes, a component list, a menu bar. you can draw a schematic diagram in many ways. you can use the most common functions like drawing lines, dots, rectangles and circles. you can also use the special "diagrambox" that accommodates
only components. you can group several objects together on the diagram to simplify your further work. you can also rotate, move, scale or shear all the components just like you want. in the component library, you can search the library for a component that you were looking for before. you can add all sorts of components. you can also import from
bmp or jpg files and export to the gif, bmp, jpg, emf or svg formats. you can cut, copy, paste, duplicate and delete all components on the diagram. of course, you can also undo and redo your actions. the component list window lets you edit the search list. you can add, change, delete entries at any time. because of its wide range of features and a
user-friendly interface, splan is a commercial tool for circuit designers that comes with a good library of components for just about any imaginable circuits, circuits for more complex designs, and "dummies" for beginners.
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